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( Solved )

Time: 3 Hours ] [  Maximum Marks: 100

Note: Attempt any five questions.

Q. 1. Discuss in detail, the evolution process
of Marketing Philosophy. How is marketing
process handled?

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-1, Page No. 6, Q. No. 3
and Page No. 11, Q. No. 2.

Q. 2. What do you understand by the concept
of competitive advantage? How is it created for
positioning the product?

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-6, Page No. 82, Q. No. 2
and Page No. 81, Q. No. 6.

Q. 3. Discuss the life stretching strategies
adopted in the case of a consumer product when
its sales start declining. Why are product
innovations necessary?

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-8, Page No. 103,
‘Introduction’ and Page No. 104, ‘Product
Innovation’.

Q. 4. Explain the various product-price
adjustment strategies. How is break-even point
achieved in terms of volume of production?

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-10, Page No. 128-129,
Q. No. 4, Page No. 125 ‘Basic Methods of Price
Determination’ and Page No. 126, ‘Break-even
Analysis and Target-Profit Pricing’.

Q. 5. Explain the total system approach to
marketing logistics. What are its strenghts and
weaknesses?

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-15, Page No. 178, ‘Total
System Approach’.

Also Add: Physical distribution involves various
functions to be performed like ware-housing,

Inventory management, Acquisition, transporting,
packaging material and customer services.
Traditionally marketers considered these activities
independent and traded them in isolation but now the
decisions are taken in coordination with other
activities. Total system approach implies that these
components are interrelated. And if the decisions
would be made in isolation to each other it will affect
the efficiency of other elements. For example, goods
were transported through rail transport but to reach
early and reduce time, company shifted to air
transport. Transporting time could be reduced but the
transportation cost increases due to air fares. So these
elements are integrated and affect each other.

Advantages of System Approach:
1. The Systems Approach produces efficient

and effective: The Systems Approach produces
efficient and effective results because it studies the
organization as whole not as a single entity. This,
therefore, help management to come up with the best
results.

2. Helps organizations to plan and allocate
resources: The other advantage of this approach is
that it helps organizations to plan and allocate
resources that will bring results that benefits the entire
organization. It is understood under this system that
concentrating on one sub structure can affect others.
Therefore, if the organization is studied as a whole
help to plan the distribution of resources to all
departments.

3. Helps to plan and manage the human
resources: The Systems Approach also helps to plan
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and manage the human resources of the organization.
The human resource is a key function of the
organization. In order to know the key human
resources needs in the organization, the systems
approach is a key element.

4. Systems approach helps to create synergy:
The systems approach also helps to create synergy
between the organization and its sub structures.
Synergy is critical in the success of the organization.
It can only be created by studying the interrelations
between sub structures in the organization.

Limitations:
1. System approach may not be always practical

and lead to delays in decision-making.
2. Nature of inter-dependence is not defined.
3. Classification of the inter relationships has to

be done properly otherwise it could be counter
productive.

4. Does not cater to contingencies or particular
style of functioning in the organisation.

5. May not be applicable to smaller
organisations. The theory assumes that most of the
organisations are big, complex and open systems.

Q. 6. What products are suited for mass
advertising, direct advertising and interactive
advertising? Justify the suitability. How is
publicity different from advertising?

Ans. There are various products available in the
market in different categories and different brands
with varied proposition in the same category. So it is
necessary to provide information to consumers about
the products. Advertising plays this communicator
role to the consumers. As the economy becomes more
complex and dimensions of competition undergoes
change, advertising’s role changes and has a strategic
significance in developed economies. Advertising
plays a major role in connecting the manufacturer to
the consumer in providing services and new product
ideas from producers to consumers. Advertising is a
reminder to the existing customers and it aims at
cultivating new prospects also. So it is perceived as
an effective medium with the target audience.

Traditionally, mass marketing has focused on
radio, television and newspapers as the media used

to reach this broad audience. By reaching the largest
audience possible, exposure to the product is
maximized, and in theory this would directly correlate
with a larger number of sales or buys into the product.
Mass marketing is the opposite of niche marketing,
as it focuses on high sales and low prices and aims to
provide products and services that will appeal to the
whole market. Niche marketing targets a very specific
segment of market; for example, specialized services
or goods with few or no competitors. Examples of
mass production include FMCG products, t-shirts,
medicinal drugs, household appliances, etc.

E-mails, online adverts, flyers, database
marketing, promotional letters, newspapers, outdoor
advertising, phone text messaging, magazine adverts,
coupons, phone calls, postcards, websites, and
catalog distribution are some examples of direct
marketing strategies. The success of direct marketing
strategies is measured by tracking the achievement
of the goal. Note that when targeted lists of prospects
are used, direct marketing is more effective. Also,
picking the appropriate communication channel for
a specific business is necessary for success.

Interactive ads are advertisements that users
actively participate in or present the product as part
of the content they are experiencing. Streaming
platforms are taking the lead in television and gaming.
Because of this and ad blindness advertisers and
marketers are having to find new, innovative ways to
get the eyes of viewers.An interactive ad campaign
helps increase awareness in your brand by increasing
the amount of time users engage with your
advertisements. Interactive mobile advertising
especially offers you a variety of options to keep your
audience interacting with your brand. These
interactions also gather more information about your
audience. Surveys, quizzes, and games are all great
ways to get users to tell you who they are and what
they are interested in. For financial services
companies, interest rate or mortgage calculators in a
facebook interactive post can help you target potential
new clients based on their input. Interactive
advertising can take many forms, with new ones being
developed all the time. Some current methods of
interactive advertising include: Interactive Facebook
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ads, Playable in-app ads, In-game advertising and
partnerships, Interactive display ads, Interactive video
advertising, etc.

Also Ref.: See Chapter-18, Page No. 223, Q. No. 1.
Q. 7. (a) Discuss the main functions of

marketing communication.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-16, Page No. 185, ‘Meaning

and Iportance of Marketing Communication’.
Also Add: Some other functions of marketing

communication are as follows:
Advertising: One of the main functions of

marketing communications is advertising. Adver-
tising requires to hire creative people to write and
create ads and to purchase space in different media.
These can include magazines, newspapers, radio and
TV stations, websites and outdoor options such as
billboards, benches, taxis, buses and subway trains.

Public Relations: Public relations can be the
most hit-or-miss aspect of marketing communications
but also the most valuable. Public relations techniques
include sending press releases to media outlets;
donating money or goods to charities, especially
during emergencies; awarding scholarships; and some
forms of sponsorships, such as a long-term
sponsorship of a charity.

(b) Write a short note on channel conflict.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-13, Page No. 159,

Q. No. 7.
Also Add : Conflict is a conflict of interests

arising between the channel network which is selling
the products to the end customer and the
manufacturer. It might also be conflict arising within
the channel as well.

Reasons for Channel Conflict and Mechanism
for Effective Conflict Management.

1. Internal Competition: Let’s face it. In today’s
day and age, the number one challenge for top
manufacturers and the number one reason for channel
conflict is internal competition. When a brand is
made, more and more dealers want to deal in the
brand. As a result, there are natural issues which crop
up such as price inconsistency, wrong models being
sold off, or anything else which is probably not in
the policies of the company.

How to control this channel conflict?: Keep
very clear control of dealers. Keep a track of their
sale prices and whenever you make changes in price,
take feedback from dealers with regards to prices
floating in the market.

2. Strategic differences: Many a times, a start
up might launch a product, thinking that they are a
premium brand. A dealer or a distributor might think
differently and might sell off the product at a lower
price. The dealer does not agree with the company
and does not think that the product is premium. A
vice versa scenario is also pretty likely. In this case,
the company might ask the dealer to penetrate the
market and liquidate the inventory.

How to control this channel conflict?: The key
to this, or several other conflicts, is communication.
Communicating your long term strategic plan to the
dealer can help the dealer understand your motives.
At the same time, you will also get market feedback
from the dealer and understand why the dealer thinks
differently for your product.

3. Operational Conflicts: There are many
reasons that operational conflicts can arise between
a distribution channel and the manufacturing
company. Accountancy of the manufacturing
company might be improper, causing mismanag-
ement and time wastage on the side of the dealer.
Alternatively, the companies service levels might not
be upto mark, thereby increasing the pressure on the
sales channel because the customer will obviously
contact the sales channel in case of defects.

How to control operational channel conflict?:
Continously looking at operational issues and
ensuring that they don’t arise again is a key for the
firm to move forward. At the same time, patience is
important and communicating the progress to the
channel dealer is equally important. The objective of
the company should be to make the operations as
automatic as possible and minimize manual
intervention.

4. Conflicting Role of channel members: As
explained in one of my articles, there are many
different roles and functions of channel members.
However, conflict can occur if these roles get
overlapped or there is confusion of which channel
member is managing what. Many a times, a corporate
channel dealer might be different then a consumer
channel dealer.

How to control this conflict?: Strict measures
and policies should be in place beforehand for
territory impeachment or breaking of rules. However,
truth be told, this is happening all across the world,
and mostly a manager acts when things get out of
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hands. Dealers are businessmen and they are mature
enough to let go if it is a small amount.

5. Conflict due to change: Another factor which
is always constant is change. A company launched a
new model which the dealers did not like but they
are forced to sell it. Or the company took off a
favourite model of consumers, because the model
was cannibalizing all others and the dealers did not
like it because they were earning good margins on
the sale of that product. 

How to control this conflict?: The only way
to control this conflict is to apply the fundas of change
management to the book. Change things slowly. And
those who are being left out have to change and
upgrade themselves too. There is no alternative to it.

Q. 8. What are the various geographical

pricing strategies? Discuss the importance of

labelling to marketers.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-11, Page No. 136,

Q. No. 3 and Page No. 120, Q. No. 7.

Also Add: Labelling is the information

displayed on the product. It consists of brand label,

descriptive label and brand label.

Q. 9. How do you evaluate the potential of a

target market? How do environmental factors

affect marketing strategies? Discuss.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-6, Page No. 82, Q. No. 3

and Chapter-2, Page No. 22, Q. No. 2.
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( Solved )

Time: 3 Hours ] [  Maximum Marks: 100

Note: Attempt any five questions.

Q. 1. What is marketing management?
Discuss the steps involved in the marketing
management process.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-1, Page No. 2, ‘Meaning
of Marketing Management’ and Page No. 11, Q. No. 2.

Q. 2. ‘‘Market segmentation, targeting and
positioning are inter-related.’’ Discuss each one
of them with examples.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-5, Page No. 72, Q. No. 3,
Chapter-6, Page No. 81, Q. No. 1, Page No. 81,
Q. No. 6.

Also Add: Marketing segmentation and targetting
and positioning is all related to each other. The
segmentation is all about segmenting the customer on
the different factors especially their buying patterns,
the targetting is followed by it which all targeting the
marketing according to the customers analysis done
and the media usage and the final step comes is the
positioning which is all about gaining the competitor
advantage and presenting your product different from
what present in the market. Segmentation, Targetting
and Positioning (STP) are the three vital components
of a firm's strategic marketing efforts. Organisations,
in their endeavour to create a space for themselves in
the market, may devise revolutionary products or
services. Segmentation, Targetting and Positioning
contain a sequential process, where a firm first splits
the entire market into various groups based on certain
criteria, then proceeds to select one or more of these
groups based on the profitability and other criteria
and finally creates a suitable space for the product or
service in the minds of the consumers.

Market segmentation: It can be defined as the
process of splitting a market into smaller groups with
similar product needs or identifiable characteristics,
for the purpose of selecting appropriate target markets

Targetting: It refers to an organization’s
proactive selection of a suitable market segment (or
segments) with the intention of heavily focusing the
firm's marketing offers and activities towards this
group of related consumers.

Positioning: It is the target market’s perception
of the product’s key benefits and features, relative to
the offerings of competitive products.

Q. 3. (a) Explain the role that consumer plays
in consumer buying process.

Ans. The aim of marketing is to understand the
consumer’s needs and wants to satisfy them. All the
buyers have some or the other common features.
Consumer behaviour is studied to understand what
consumers buy, why they buy, how they buy, where
they buy and all about their behaviour while making
a purchase decision. To tap the target market, a
marketer needs to understand the different behaviour
pattern of different consumers taking purchase
decision. Each consumer prefer different brand of
product as per his choice, taste and preference.
Marketer can increase product sale by understanding
consumer behaviour that affects purchase decision.
Consumer behaviour is the study of the consumer’s
characteristics and attitude to understand how
consumers make purchase decisions. What, when,
where, why they buy a product and service. Buyer
behaviour follows three phases: acquisition phase,
consumption phase, and disposition phase. Marketing
managers can improve their marketing strategies if
they are familiar with buyer behaviour. It is important
to understand consumer’s different needs and choice.
They buy product as per their taste and preferences.
If a marketer can understand the consumer behaviour
he can moderate the marketing policy, improve the
product and service to satisfy the consumers
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efficiently. Consumers can be classified into two
types: personal consumer and organization consumer.
Personal consumers buy products or services for their
own use or household use and organizational
consumers purchase products or services to produce
another good or resale them. Often the user and buyer
are different. An individual who buys the product may
not necessarily use the product. In the buying decision
initiator, influencer and decider plays an important
role.

(b) Differentiate between the following:
(i) Marketing Information System and

Marketing Intelligence System
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-3, Page No. 30,

‘Marketing Information System and Its Components’,
‘Marketing Intelligence System’ and Page No. 38,
Q. No. 8 (a)’.

(ii) Marketing Research and Market
Research

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-3, Page No. 38,
Q. No. 8 (c).

Q. 4. Explain the various stages of new
product development process, giving suitable
examples.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-8, Page No. 104, ‘Product
Innovation’ and ‘Product Development Process’.

Q. 5. Differentiate between product mix and
product line with the help of suitable examples.
Discuss various pricing strategies used by
marketers, with examples.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-7, Page No. 89, ‘Product
Mix’, ‘Product Line’, Page No. 89, ‘Product Mix and
Product Line Strageties’, Chapter-11, Page No. 135,
‘Product Mix Pricing Strategies’.

Q. 6. What is a channel conflict? Identify the
causes of channel conflict and suggest remedies
for them.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-13, Page No. 159,
Q. No. 7.

Also Add : Conflict is a conflict of interests
arising between the channel network which is selling
the products to the end customer and the
manufacturer. It might also be conflict arising within
the channel as well.

Reasons for Channel Conflict and Mecha-
nism for Effective Conflict Management.

1. Internal Competition: Let’s face it. In
today’s day and age, the number one challenge for
top manufacturers and the number one reason for
channel conflict is internal competition. When

a brand is made, more and more dealers want to deal
in the brand. As a result, there are natural issues which
crop up such as price inconsistency, wrong models
being sold off, or anything else which is probably
not in the policies of the company.

How to control this channel conflict?: Keep
very clear control of dealers. Keep a track of their
sale prices and whenever you make changes in price,
take feedback from dealers with regards to prices
floating in the market.

2. Strategic differences: Many a times, a start
up might launch a product, thinking that they are a
premium brand. A dealer or a distributor might think
differently and might sell off the product at a lower
price. The dealer does not agree with the company
and does not think that the product is premium. A
vice versa scenario is also pretty likely. In this case,
the company might ask the dealer to penetrate the
market and liquidate the inventory.

How to control this channel conflict?: The key
to this, or several other conflicts, is communication.
Communicating your long term strategic plan to the
dealer can help the dealer understand your motives.
At the same time, you will also get market feedback
from the dealer and understand why the dealer thinks
differently for your product.

3. Operational Conflicts: There are many
reasons that operational conflicts can arise between
a distribution channel and the manufacturing
company. Accountancy of the manufacturing
company might be improper, causing mismanag-
ement and time wastage on the side of the dealer.
Alternatively, the companies service levels might not
be upto mark, thereby increasing the pressure on the
sales channel because the customer will obviously
contact the sales channel in case of defects.

How to control operational channel conflict?:
Continously looking at operational issues and
ensuring that they don’t arise again is a key for the
firm to move forward. At the same time, patience is
important and communicating the progress to the
channel dealer is equally important. The objective
of the company should be to make the operations as
automatic as possible and minimize manual
intervention.

4. Conflicting Role of channel members: As
explained in one of my articles, there are many
different roles and functions of channel members.
However, conflict can occur if these roles get
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overlapped or there is confusion of which channel
member is managing what. Many a times, a corporate
channel dealer might be different then a consumer
channel dealer.

How to control this conflict?: Strict measures
and policies should be in place beforehand for
territory impeachment or breaking of rules. However,
truth be told, this is happening all across the world,
and mostly a manager acts when things get out of
hands. Dealers are businessmen and they are mature
enough to let go if it is a small amount.

5. Conflict due to change: Another factor which
is always constant is change. A company launched a
new model which the dealers did not like but they
are forced to sell it. Or the company took off a
favourite model of consumers, because the model was
cannibalizing all others and the dealers did not like
it because they were earning good margins on the
sale of that product. 

How to control this conflict?: The only way to
control this conflict is to apply the fundas of change
management to the book. Change things slowly. And
those who are being left out have to change and
upgrade themselves too. There is no alternative to it.

Q. 7. What is promotion mix? State the factors
you will keep in mind while deciding promotion
mix for a product.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-16, Page No. 187, ‘The
Promotion Mix’ and ‘Factors Affecting Promotional
Mix’.

Q. 8. What are factors considered in designing
channel of distribution in case of FMCG
products? Discuss.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-13, Page No. 51, ‘Concept
of Channel Distribution’ and Page No. 153, ‘Factors
Influencing the Choice of Channels’.

Q. 9. Write short notes on the following:
(a) Relationship Marketing
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-19, Page No. 233,

Q. No. 1 (a).
(b) Functions of Middlemen
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-14, Page No. 175,

Q. No. 5.
(c) Individual Branding vs. Umbrella

Branding
Ans. Under umbrella branding all the products

get the same brand name. This is also called family
branding.

Also Ref.: See Chapter-9, Page No. 122, Q. No. 4.
(d) Competition Based Pricing
Ans. Competition-based pricing is a pricing

method that makes use of competitors’ prices for the
same or similar product as basis in setting a price.
This pricing method focuses on information from the
market rather than production costs (cost-plus
pricing) and product’s perceived value (value-based
pricing). The price of competing products is used a
benchmark. The business may sell its product at a
price above or below such benchmark. Setting a price
above the benchmark will result in higher profit per
unit but might result in less units sold as customers
would prefer products with lower prices.

One of the advantages of competition-based
pricing is that no complex computations are required.
Sellers simply follow a market price, or a price set
by market leaders. Also, in a highly competitive
market, the burden of price-based marketing is lifted.
However, other forms or marketing efforts might be
needed. When sellers adopt the same price as those
charged by competitors, certain marketing efforts
must be made to attract sales since price is not a major
factor; it is neither an advantage nor a disadvantage.
Additional efforts include aggressive advertising,
better customer support, market saturation, etc.
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This is an introductory chapter and it covers
important topics like marketing, marketing
philosophies, selling and marketing, marketing
management in Indian context. Marketing is a
systematic design of business activities for planning
pricing, distributing and promoting a good or service
to the target market. Marketing understands the
customer’s needs, wants and interests and serves
them in such a way that it helps the organization to
use the resources optimally. It is a core function of
every business and has to work in co-ordination with
other departments like finance, production, and
human resource etc. of the company. Marketing aims
at profit maximization.Marketing is a vital activity
of a business process. It holds an important place in
the enterprise as it helps to increase sale and earn
revenue. It helps to create utilities of time, place and
possession. It increases per capita income and raise
the standard of living . It ensures the better services
to the consumer and creates employment in the field
of marketing. Marketing in a developed economy

gets the advantage of the matured marketing system.
Each organization has a common objective that is to
earn maximum profit. Increase in competition from
domestic as well as foreign companies has made
marketing very important for all the firms to remain
in the market.

During the late 80s in the initial stages of
Industrial Revolution, there was no competition and
producers believed in production concept which
means consumers prefer inexpensive and widely
available products, so major emphasis was on high
production efficiency. But as more companies came
in, product concept emerged where companies
started to improve their product features. Later in
1920s selling concept came into being, where
producers believe in aggressive selling and
promotion of a product or service. And as the
competition increased producers started realizing
the value of customer and customer satisfaction;
this led to the evolution of marketing concept.
Companies started analysing what customers need
or want and the main idea was to satisfy the
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customers and maximize profits. Customer is
considered as a king. All the companies follow
different philosophies of marketing. The Marketing
concepts are classified into five types that undertake
marketing activities: Production concept, Product
concept, Selling concept, Marketing concept, and
Societal concept.

Many managers think that selling and marketing
are similar terms but these terms are considerably
different from each other. Selling emphasizes on the
needs of the sellers not buyers. So the aim is to sell
what a seller produces not what a customer wants
whereas marketing emphasises on the needs of the
customers and aim is to satisfy the customers. Selling
concentrates on seller’s needs whereas marketing
concentrates on buyer’s needs. Selling views
customer as the last link, it produces the product first
and then decides to sell the product whereas
marketing views the customers as the first link, it
identifies the customer’s needs and wants and then
produces the product that can satisfy them. Selling
considers seller as the king and marketing considers
customer as the king. Selling emphasises on sales
maximization and marketing emphasises on profit
maximization.

Marketing process includes four steps. They
are: identify and analyse marketing opportunities,
segment the markets, develop the marketing
mix, manage the marketing tasks. The purpose
of the marketing process is to help the firm
plan how to capitalize on the marketing
opportunities and complete the marketing tasks
efficiently. Marketing supports the economic
progress of the company. Management of marketing
generates additional employment, creates utility,
increases per capita income and helps in the overall
progress of an economy. It is of great importance
to consumers as it provides more alternative to the
customers, controls the price mechanism and allow
the consumers to balance his income and
consumption.

Marketing is an art. It is now a vital function of
each business. As defined by the Paul Mazur
‘marketing is the creation and delivery of a standard
of living to society’. Marketing is an organizational
function and a set of processes for creating,
communicating and delivering value to customers
and for managing customer relationship in ways that
benefit the organization and its stakeholders. Job of
a marketing manager is to identify and fulfil the needs
of the customers. So, marketing strives to develop
products and services that appeal to their customers
and satisfy them.

“Marketing is the process of planning and
executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and
distribution of ideas, goods, services, organizations,
and events to create and maintain relationships that
will satisfy individual and organizational objectives.”

It can be for the goods like television, food
products etc; services like hotels, restaurants, saloons,
airlines etc; people like film stars, painter, musician
etc; events like Indian premier league, Stardust award
show etc;  experience like entertainment city, Japanese
park etc; organization like universities, any company
etc; places like country, city etc.

The firms without the marketing mindset are at
disadvantage in today’s marketplace. It is so difficult
to get your product get noted amongst the vast range
of products available in the market that companies
will have to make sincere marketing efforts to
differentiate it’s product in the increasingly crowded
marketplace. It provides a competitive advantage to
the product.

There are five marketing management
philosophies. Many business enterprises follow the
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following marketing concepts to conduct their
marketing activities. They are: production concept,
product concept, selling concept, marketing concept
and societal concept.

This concept emerged out of production
orientation. The belief of the producers is that the
customers will choose the products and services that
are widely available and low priced.

In this concept producers believe that customers
will buy the products which have best features and
attributes like quality, appearance etc. The major
attention is on improving the product, modifying it
and adding innovative features.

According to the selling concept, a firm
undertakes aggressive selling and promotion
activities. Consumers need to be pushed to buy the
products. Main aim is to sell what they produce not
what customers want. Seller is considered to be the
king. Objective is to earn profits through maximizing
sales. It views customer as the last link in business.

In this concept producers believe in providing
goods and services as per customer needs and wants.
This concept emphasises only on consumer
satisfaction. It helps to maximize profit. Customer
is considered to be the king.

It is also known as humanistic marketing or
ecological marketing. This concept implies societal
welfare and customer satisfaction. Firm produces and
delivers the products or services effectively as per the
customer’s requirement in a way that it preserves the
societal well-being. It is concerned with social and
ethical issues. It helps business to build good image.

Most people have a misconception that
marketing is similar to the selling. Selling stresses

on the needs of seller whereas marketing on the needs
of the buyers. Selling’s aim is to sell what a seller
produces not what a customer wants whereas
marketing emphasis on the needs of the customers
and its aim is to satisfy the customers. Selling views
customer as the last link; it produces the product first
and then decides to sell the product whereas
marketing views the customers as the first link; it
identifies the customer’s needs and wants and then
produces the product that can satisfy them. Selling
considers seller as the king and marketing considers
customer as the king. Selling aims at maximizing
sales volume on the other hand, marketing aims at
profit maximization. Main idea is to satisfy customer
and win customer loyalty to meet the objective of
profit maximization.

During the prehistoric times, Barter system was
started because it was not possible for everyone to
produce everything they needed. The emergence of
barter system led to the growth of modern day
marketing.

During the late 80s, there was no competition
and producers were able to sell whatever they
produced. Customers had to purchase the products
that were available in the market. This was the
production concept which means consumer prefers
low priced and widely available products, so major
emphasis was on high production efficiency. But as
more companies came in, producers were unable to
sell whatever they produced and product concept
emerged where companies started to improve their
product features. Later in 1920s selling concept was
adopted, where producers believe in aggressive
selling and promotion of a product or service to create
customers. And as the competition increased
producers started realizing the value of customer and
customer satisfaction. Companies started analyzing
what customer needed or wanted and the main idea
was to satisfy the customers and earn maximum
profits, which is known as marketing concept.
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Identify and Analyze Marketing Opportunities

This is the first step in marketing management
where marketing opportunities are identified and
evaluated by strategic marketing planning. The very
first step of marketing includes identifying the needs
of the customers. So the marketer is required to
analyze the market opportunities to evaluate the
needs of consumers.

In the second step, whole market is divided into
homogeneous segments. These segments are divided
to identify and analyze the consumer group who
respond in a similar way to a given set of marketing
efforts. Marketers then select few segments that are
most potential to be targeted.

Marketing mix consist of 4 P’s of marketing:
Product, Price, Place, and Promotion. These four P’s
are the basic elements of the marketing. A marketing
manager develops an effective marketing mix for the
success of the organization.

The fourth step is to manage important
marketing tasks like marketing analysis, marketing
planning, implementation of marketing plans,
marketing control, and marketing audit.

Marketing management in India evolved with
the growth of Indian market which has three different
stages. First phase- pre-independence period, Second
phase-post-independence period and Third phase-
liberalization, privatization and globalization.

First phase includes period before the
independence. Markets were dominated by sellers.
Majority of the people were engaged in agriculture,
and so they did not have adequate purchasing power.
Britishers own the large enterprises with the major
stake.

Second phase started after the independence
when there was no competition, public sector
operated the market, per capita income was low and
growth was slow. The large enterprises were handled
by government based on the socialistic principles.
Sellers dominated the market. Manufacturers were
not concerned about product quality and customer
satisfaction. Domestic market was protected from
the foreign players; they were banned in Indian
markets.

Third phase started with the liberalization of
India in 1991 when Indian economy was open for
trade with other countries. Privatization and
globalization took place. Public sector lost its
control over private enterprises i.e. large enterprises
were dominated by the private sector. Competition
increased as the foreign companies entered in Indian
markets. Indian government allowed foreign direct
investment. There was improvement in
communication and transportation facilities.
Products could be marketed in a better way. And
companies concentrated on providing better
services.

Marketing holds a very significant place in an
emerging economy like India. Besides satisfying the
customer’s needs it helps to support economic
development. It is of great importance to consumers
as it provides more alternative to the customers,
controls the price mechanism and allow the
consumers to balance his income and consumption.
It supports the economic progress of the company.
Management of marketing generates additional
employment, creates utility, increases per capita
income and helps in the overall progress of an
economy. It deals with business management
challenges like scanning environmental factors,
identification of marketing opportunities,
formulation of marketing programmes, evaluation
and tracking of customer choice and response to
business.
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